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Domestication slowly transformed maize from a stubby grass into the long cobs with
juicy kernels we know and love today.

How corn became corn
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The United States is a country of corn. But 4000 years ago, the crop was an

import, spreading up from Mexico and taking hold in the American Southwest.

New research retraces the route the crop may have traveled and reconstructs

the genetic changes it went through on the way to becoming modern maize.

The findings are “a really significant advance in our knowledge and

understanding of the genetics and, therefore, the evolutionary history of

maize,” says Bruce Huckell, an archaeologist at the University of New Mexico,

Albuquerque, who studies early agriculture in ancient Arizona and was not

involved in the work.
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The wild ancestor of maize is teosinte, a species of grass that grows in warm,

damp environments of central Mexico, where it was first domesticated

sometime between 6000 and 10,000 years ago. About 4000 years ago, maize

started showing up in what is now the southwestern United States. Scientists

have two main ideas about how it made the trip: It might have spread up the

Pacific coast of Mexico, or it might have moved first into the cooler, drier

highlands of central Mexico before eventually being planted in the American

Southwest.

To help figure out which route maize traveled, M. Thomas Gilbert, who studies

paleogenomics at the University of Copenhagen, and colleagues compared

the DNA of 32 ancient corn cobs, some from Mexico and some from the U.S.

Southwest. They discovered that the oldest maize samples from the

southwestern United States—dating to more than 3000 years ago—are more

genetically similar to maize from Mexico’s highlands than to varieties that grew

along the coast (http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/nplants.2014.3) , the

team reports today in Nature Plants.

The younger the samples get, however, the more genes they share with

coastal varieties. That suggests that maize “initially went up the highland

route,” Gilbert says. But the crop, which was still in its early stages of

domestication, probably wasn’t thriving at high altitudes or in the dry

American Southwest. As the centuries passed, Gilbert says, farmers “were

crossing in varieties from elsewhere to keep improving it through time.”

Gilbert’s team was able to reconstruct the directed evolution of modern

maize. The first trait the farmers bred out of the crop was shattering, a

process by which wild plants scatter their seeds in all directions—a “very, very

irritating feature” if you want to collect seeds to plant the next season, Gilbert

says. Then, over the course of several centuries, the farmers bred drought-

tolerant maize, which allowed the plant to thrive in the dry conditions of the

American Southwest. Finally, only about 1000 years ago, came improved

taste, better nutritional content, and kernels that were easier to process,

simplifying the preparation of foods such as tortillas and tamales. “It’s only

really recently that maize has become what you would recognize as maize if

you went to a grocery store,” Gilbert says.

The work “indicates that our understanding of the spread of maize is a far

more complex story than previously thought,” says Robert Hard, an

archaeologist at the University of Texas, San Antonio, who studies early

agriculture in the southwest and northern Mexico and was not involved in the

research. But in order to complete the picture, more archaeological data are
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needed. “We have almost no data from the vast reaches of northern Mexico,

the land between the origin of maize in Mexico and the American Southwest,”

Hard notes. That represents “a huge gap in our understanding.”
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